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This is a high level ascension exercise that will only work AFTER you have gotten out of Nirvana / Samadhi 
activated your sphere, cleared it and brought in the golden energies.  I wrote it up for my friend who was in that 
stage at the time as an email so I am speaking to him about my notes of my experience going through this.

I realized as I started to put this part together that I had never written up the stuff about the symbols of the four 
orders and what they represent so they are kind a of a foundation to using them in this way.  So I wrote up the 
info on those and posted, you should read that first.

Duality and Polarity

How to use the three universal order’s grids with the sphere to bring manipulated universal laws into 
balance and transcend manipulations of your perception. 

Dark forces use natural universal laws to manipulate our perception.  The symbols of the three universal orders 
are actually grid structures that represent the way each order does its work.  Some people may be able to 
practice this technique before the sphere is formed with limited success to clear surface levels of issues, if the 
Kundalini is fully open.  It is a good habit to get into and will also start to get someone into the mindset of 
having a sphere which will assist in the formation of the sphere later.  It is most effective though with the sphere
open.  This symbol of the Melchizeldek symbol with a line across the center spirit described to a friend 
Michelle as a key that represents using this technique to deal with clearing dualities and mastering polarities.

An example of using it to master a polarity is how the Dharlja would use this to create a perfect temperature 
within their sphere.  On the planet of course poles are cold and equator hot so you would find your perfect 
temperature on your sphere in the same way as you would find the ideal environment on the planet by latitude 
or is that longitude ok I’m having a dyslexic moment but you know what I mean.  You find this spot on both 
sides of the equator of your sphere and then it is kind of like dragging these two spots to the center line and then
flashing them out to the whole sphere thus setting the temperature of the sphere to your chosen perfect 
temperature and no matter what the outer environment the temperature of your sphere remains the same.  So 
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you could be out in the snow in shorts and sandals and be perfectly comfortable if your sphere was set at your 
comfort level.

 

So on a larger scale a Dharlja may set the temperature of an environmental space using this technique as well.  
When they would create and Eden space or any sanctuary space of any kind they would decide how big of a 
space maybe it is a house or a piece of property around a house or maybe it is a square mile makes no difference
what the size of the space, only that the Dharlja has a reason for setting a space.  They would create a spherical  
energy around the space that is more like a dome on the surface because it goes under ground too, and then to 
set the temperature within that sphere they would go to center point, connect their personal sphere with the 
environment sphere (just like the true chi centers of the Linolic flow connects to personal sphere where every 
part of the surface of one sphere is energetically connected to every space of the larger sphere) they would then 
create the temperature flash in their personal sphere and send it out to whole environment sphere setting the 
temperature, and then disconnect and go about their business.   The environmental sphere will remain that 
temperature or that temperature range, if a range is set, indefinitely unless another Dharlja comes and resets the 
temperature.  There wouldn’t be much reason for them to do this though, because if they like it a little cooler or 
hotter they can set their personal sphere to the desired temperature.  Within the environmental sphere a reset 
would only happen to make a mortal more comfortable.  (or to mess with Dalihan, when he wasn’t ascended yet
lol)  That same basic technique would be used to balance any other natural polarity like the amount of moisture 
in the same environmental space.

Using the technique with clearing dualities. 

The line across the circle represents the equator or balance point.  It is where all these spiritual terms originated 
from like “being centered”  “finding your center”    So I prefer to visualize it by putting the sphere in the circle 
instead of just drawing a line, like this.



Dark forces teach us that things are polarities that are not they are dualities like they want us to believe that dark
is the natural polarity of light which is the reason they  use those terms.  Because we think of the polarities of 
night and day and that they are dark and light and that then leads us to believe that dark forces and light forces 
are both part of God’s natural plan and that they are equal and both necessary.  Just reflections of one another 
and that then is the biggest lie.  Dark forces are a duality and duality has negative issues at both poles.  While 
polarity has no value aspect to either end of the spectrum.  Too hot is deadly and too cold is deadly in a polarity 
situation for a human but both serve the environmental whole of the planet so the destructive nature of either are
relative to our perspective only.

With duality the negativity issue placed at both poles acts like a gravitational force that contracts that center line
of balance making it harder to achieve and maintain. You always want to force the issue in question to the center
line from both poles getting that balance and then bring the balance of the center line out to encompass the 
whole sphere. 

Another example would be that perfect health is not the opposite of bad health that is a duality not a polarity  
homeostasis is at the equator and bad health at both poles, you have to bring yourself to center and then expand 
center out so that perfect health is the whole sphere

Working with emotions like joy  Dark forces  always want us to think of  joy and negativity to be opposites but 
joy is actually a balance, a homeostasis point, a center point, joy is actually meant to be our neutral point not a 
duality or opposite of negativity.  This is how they want us to see it



But this is the reality of mortal life

So we have to find that center and then force it out  in all directions to get our sphere to where joy is at every 
point in the sphere,

You can put this into political terms of duality the poles are democrat and republican, the center line of 
governing is neither party which is not the same as taking the center position between the two belief systems; it 
is a whole different way of looking at the whole.  It is not compromise between the two.  You would have to 
completely throw out both parties and fill the sphere of our country into a whole new system to be in balance or 
truth.  

Dark forces know the difference in how they are presenting these issues to the world. They have expanded the 
negative poles over the millennia to make the center line of something like joyousness smaller and smaller so 
when you find the center point it is harder to maintain there and harder to expand it out to encompass your 
whole sphere.  It is like a force of gravity pushing down hard on both sides compressing us.  This is the same 
way they have forced the Earth’s true vibration deep below her crust with this same dualistic negative pressure.  
As you get to center and then expand each issue you work on to encompass the sphere the next level or issue 
comes up to be dealt with.  This may have to be done at hundreds of levels, eventually every issue at every level
is fully expanded within the sphere and all duality is gone from you and all natural polarities are fully under 
your control.  At times I have gone through hundreds of things in a single meditation for a single level it can go 
very fast when you are doing it consciously.

The dark forces are building mind control models on this Melchizeldek grid with the triangle around it using 
universal law in a negative way. So they may take something like a mind control plan for addiction and they fill 
the whole pyramid (trinity) triangle space with addiction so in order to break the addiction you have to hold 
center line with every force in the circle and the trinity pyramidal space working against you so it is the 
equivalent of having to have spiritual anti gravity,  but once you can  expand center line to full sphere on every 



level for that addiction,  the trinity pyramid will automatically dissolve and the addiction with be gone.  So they 
have been controlling the universal laws of everyone’s personal energy.  When they use the Melchizeldek grid 
to do this they are using the circle energy to bring forth their chosen creation and they will gather a trinity on 
earth, and another in spirit, that are universal souls one of each universal order (Melchizeldek, Enoch and 
Michael) to bring that creation onto the earth.

So when you can bring an issue to the full sphere on every level you get this for love for example 

Then that brings a balanced Melchizeldek grid.  That in turn goes into creation bringing the Enoch six pointed 
star which then automatically enacts the Michaelian protection grid on this issue and you end up with a fully 
balanced universal grid of Love in this case that looks like the diagram below.  So once you get any given issue 
fully complete on every level that work is protected, which is why there is a point in the ascension process that 
the only thing that can stop your ascension is accidental death.  At some point you essentially start this process 
of true universal law that is unstoppable.  The more issues get complete the more the negative gravity has less 
and less power and each issue comes up faster which is part of that quickening process.

Let’s see the other example they gave me that is scribbled in my notebook is the issue of Good and Bad and 
how they use that black / white cut and dry thing to fuck with people’s minds.



They used an example out of the bible for fun.  They trained the minds of a huge part of the population through 
the bible with the commandment “thou shall not kill” They then define this how ever they want but evoke it in 
the good bad scenario however it suits them.  Like humans as a general rule believe they shouldn’t kill but then 
they make exceptions for self defense which pretty much every one thinks is reasonable, and then they go and 
bring in something like capital punishment that is essentially the government killing in the name of the people 
but leaving the people to feel like their hands are not dirty by that in any way.  They then bring in the patriotism 
thing and make killing for country in war not only ok but desirable and create those who do this work to be 
heroes.  They may then throw in all kind s of levels like accidents, and bring in a complex system where some 
accidents are ok and others are not ok.  By the time they are done no one knows when the killing involves their 
energy in any way and when it doesn’t and what is right or wrong and they will then evoke this bible statement 
any time it serves their purpose to manipulate the confused general population.  They put the grid like this and 
then put negative attributes to both the good and bad side of the grid but allowing people to see themselves as 
one or the other as if they are opposites not seeing they have manipulated the perception of both depending on 
the current beliefs of any given society they are manipulating at the moment.  Like the good side as they see 
themselves may actually be arrogant and self righteous bigoted religious types who want to control everything 
we do with our bodies and minds.  They see everything else as less than and they will for example kill the 
abortion doctor to prevent abortions and do not see the corruption or hypocrisy of that.

The bad side then is whoever the elite, who always place themselves in the good position want to target at the 
moment or anything the good side of any given society fears, whether it is another religion or another race 
whatever works to drum up the conflict.  Therefore the only balance point or true center to all this good/bad is 
LOVE

Ok I’m not sure this is relevant but since it is right here in the notebook with this other symbol stuff I may as 
well share it.  They are talking about the cross and it’s symbology before it got taken over by Christianity and 
the horrid vision of a man nailed to it.  They said it was a divine feminine or yin symbol of the human, arms 
outstretched; the cross is at arm level so it is offset like the Christians use it but not energetically to where the 
person is suspended off the ground like the crucifixion crap and they apparently showed me a kite image as part 
of this but I wasn’t sure exactly what the kite aspect was other than an simple kite crosses offset like that.  But 
this cross energy is why our auric energy is egg shaped and should have four chambers with the top two being 
smaller than the bottom two oh that is like the heart hmmmm.  That though is tied to physical, mortal life 
somehow the yin aspect must be the heart aspect because when the sphere forms the aura stretches out to fill the
whole sphere.  That would make sense though that the dark forces would want to degrade a heart/ aura symbol 
by associating it with killing a person that has the attributes of a Dharlja.



Oh after that I am writing in the notebook that while I was doing this technique with issues at one point I did it 
for the brain by creating a sphere in my head and seeing left and right brain as the two hemispheres and finding 
center and pushing out the center line with the intension of divine mind having the whole sphere of the brain.  
At some point I felt the two sides transferring energy to each other and replicating themselves on each side, then
a bunch of stuff was completely discarded.  Then I went back to working on issues and at some point in the 
session spirit said they didn’t think the brain thing could be done all in one session and they were very happy 
with that.


